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Executive Summary 
This deliverable D3.9 provides detailed and final definition of FORTIKA use cases, scenarios 
and threats related to the FORTIKA use cases. Requirements are addressed in a separate public 
deliverable D3.10 [3][5][8], also delivered in parallel to this document D3.9. Additionally, this 
document provides a high-level view on the use of FORTIKA Gateway Accelerator as a smart 
hardware security layer providing robust and cost-effective mechanisms to an SME towards 
mitigating its exposure to cyber security risks and threats. Moreover, towards understanding 
the users’ needs that FORTIKA should fulfil, this report refines the listing of the use cases and 
the most important threats faced by the SMEs participating in the FORTIKA consortium and as 
such, these threats are now part of the FORTIKA  pilot use cases, described into more details 
in D6.6 [10]. Based on this document, the FORTIKA Consortium delivered a closely related 
report D6.3 (Pilot plans including evaluation framework and training material for IT support 
personnel and IS managers) [7]. The main difference to this document is that D6.3 refers to 
the use cases defined in this document by pilot partners and their employees as the most 
relevant use cases. Moreover, D6.3 elaborates on pilots’ plans and scenarios for the use of 
FORTIKA platform.  

This document is the fourth revision of the document titled “Use Cases definition and 
requirements document” within the series of Work Package 3 deliverables. In this revision, we 
have refined the use cases with updates from pilot partners with all identified use cases 
(technical and pilots) and identified the actors of the use cases. The use cases have been 
expanded with detailed use case format related to the FORTIKA Marketplace, Bundle 
providers and target SMEs. 

Comparing to the third revision of the document, in this revision we elaborated on the 
identified specific use cases and threats and moved towards the final definitions of the use 
cases for the FORTIKA Gateway accelerator and applications satisfying the identified end-user 
needs that are presented in this document. Use cases pertaining to specific pilot providers 
have been enhanced (e.g., Alke’s use cases elaborated on definitions involving vehicles), 
pilots’ use cases were provided with more detailed relation to user stories collected in the 
past and requirements defined in D3.10. Moreover, technical use cases have also been 
updated (e.g. use case supporting workflows has been added).   
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1. Introduction 
The FORTIKA platform consists of the FORTIKA Marketplace (cloud-based services), the 
FORTIKA Gateways (appliances deployed within client’s premises) that allows deployment of 
security services in the domain of the client, and the cloud-counterparts of the security 
services. The gateway is a physical unit that the SMEs install in their premises and is used for 
deploying the security solutions that are provided from the FORTIKA Marketplace; it provides 
conventional GW functions (e.g., routing, computing resources) and in addition acceleration 
functionalities to the deployed security solutions (bundles). The platform aims to provide 
SMEs with an embedded, smart and robust hardware security layer (provided by the 
Gateways) enhanced with security service marketplace (provided by the Marketplace) and 
backed by cloud services (of the solutions supporting these) with back-end APIs, storage and 
other processing capabilities. Figure 1 depicts a high-level deployment overview of the 
complete FORTIKA Platform.  

 

 
Figure 1: FORTIKA platform, Marketplace and Gateway: cloud domain vs. client’s domain. 

As seen on the figure above, the FORTIKA Marketplace is deployed in the cloud provider’s 
domain (FORTIKA provider). The Marketplace comprises of a set of services ensuring the 
marketplace provides Bundles containing binary code of the services that run on FORTIKA 
Gateways deployed at SME’s domain. The agents are software modules interacting with the 
FORTIKA Gateway in order to obtain the data needed by the security service running on the 
gateway. The agents can be seen as extension of the service on the client’s resources. 

 

Table 1: List of Bundles deployed on the client's domain. 

FORTIKA GW 
Bundles 

Description Partner 

DSS Decision Support System CERTH 

SIEM SIEM service CERTH 

RTNTA Real-time Network Analysis ENEO 

ARP Spoofing 
detection 

ARP Spoofing detection mechanism (service) ENEO 

VSA.FW Firewall service FRAUNHOFER 
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VSA.IDS IDS service FRAUNHOFER 

Risk Detection Risk detection service NEXTEL 

HE.GW Homomorphic Encryption service TEC 

ABAC.FOG Access Control & ABAC Service. UOM 

SEARS.FOG Social Engineering Attack Recognition Service. UOM 

Table 1 lists all the currently available FORTIKA GW Bundles with their descriptions and 
responsible partners. 

1.1 Purpose and scope of the document 

Purpose of this document is to elaborate on new updated use-cases employed by SME’s needs 
related to cyber security issues (threats) as already identified in the third revision of this 
document [9]. FORTIKA platform will be demonstrated and validated under operating 
conditions in 5 pilot sites (4 countries), namely: Motivian (Bulgaria), Nemetschek (Bulgaria), 
Alkè (Italy), Obrela Security Industries LTD (UK), Wattics LTD (Ireland). Prior to these 
demonstrations, the FORTIKA gateway will be tested in controlled environment in these 
countries functioning as test beds.  

In the fourth release of the deliverable, Use Cases and Application Scenarios have been 
extended comparing to the earlier revision with:  

1) References to user stories  
2) References to requirements from deliverable D3.10 [8] 

Additionally, we have updated the methodology adding Phase 4, where we have collected 
new updates from the pilot partners.  

1.2 Structure of the document 

Section 2 provides description on the methodology used during the process of collecting the 
use cases. Section 3 provides listing and describes all of the 54 collected use cases of FORTIKA 
platform (technical and providers’ use cases). In section 4 we refer to collected user stories 
(the questionnaires, presented also as Appendix 2) and depict a set of end-user requirements. 
Finally, in section 5 we provide conclusions of the task T3.2. For the readers convenience the 
following subsection lists the sections containing the new or updated content. 

  

1.3 List of updated/new sections 

In the fourth revision of the deliverable Use Cases definition and requirements document, we 
have made several changes to the new revision. Table below (Table 2) lists all the sections and 
changes. 

  

Table 2: Listing of major changes in the document comparing to the 3rd revision. 

Section Changes 

1 Figure 1 changed with more details; description reflects latest changes 

1.2 Section updated accordingly to the changes 

1.3 Section added 

2 Methodology updated; Phase 4 added 

3 All the use cases have been revised, actors, links to questionnaires and 
requirements updated. New use technical use cases added 

3.3.2 Two of three use cases updated (texts), figures added 

4 Table of mapping between use case, threat and solution provided 
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5 Changes according to the latest description 

Appendixes Technical use cases updated/added 

 

2. Methodology used 
During the process of collecting use cases and requirements 

1. Phase 1 

a. Collecting details on use cases from pilots 
b. Threats identified from the use cases 

2. Phase 2 
a. Technical use cases 
b. Refined pilot use cases and related threats 

3. Phase 3 
a. Collection process of user stories  
b. Collection process of use cases to pilots, round 2 
c. Use of systematic methodology for the translation of legal requirements into 

technical requirements - affected into updated use cases (based on 
questionnaires concerning legal requirements distributed among partners) 

i. The Cybersecurity Questionnaire - reviews cybersecurity issues of the 
FORTIKA components (i.e. GW, marketplace, cloud and security 
bundles) 

ii. The Privacy by Design & Privacy by Default Questionnaire - takes into 
account typical life-cycle of (personal) data in an organization (or 
system): from collection to disposal, with three "optional" stages 
between them (storage, usage and transfer) 

d. Refined use cases, threats and user requirements 

4. Phase 4 

a. Synchronisation with deliverables from WP6 (D6.6); latest descriptions and 
feedback from use cases. 

b. Collection process of the update from use case providers 

 
Figure 2: Development of the document "Use cases definitions and requriments document" 

2.1 Collection of the user stories 

The collection phase of the user stories took place in November and December 2018, i.e. M19 
and M20 of the project. Deliverable D3.6 [9] provides more details on the collection process 
and the results for the user stories. In the latest period of the task (M30-M32), further analysis 
of the use cases has been made. 

D3.2 - phase 1

• Questionnaires 
for pilots

• List of pilot use 
cases

• List of threats 
per use case

D3.5 - phase 2

• Technical use 
cases

• Extended pilot 
use cases

• Extended 
descriptions of 
use cases

D3.6 - phase 3

• Questionnaires 
for pilots' end-
users

• Extended 
Technical use 
cases

• Extended pilot 
use cases

D3.9 - phase 4

• Synchronisation 
with WP6

• Update from use 
case providers
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2.2 Definition of a use case 

Common definition of the use case has been provided in Section 2.2 of deliverable D3.6. So, 
we shall not repeat the whole definition. Below we present exact definitions of use cases as 
will follow in this document. Table 3 presents exact definition of the use case with all the 
attributes pertaining to the use case.  

Table 4 depicts possible values of the use cases’ attributes.  

Table 3: Definition of use cases. 

Attribute Description of the Attribute 

Index Index of the use case; integer 

Partner - source The partner that provided the use case; partner name; see 
Data -> Partner 

Use case ID Unique ID 

Prioritisation How important the use case is to the system and how 
important is to achieve the goal of the use case 

Type of UC Type of the use case (see Data->Type) 

Use case Meaningful and descriptive name of the use case 

Actor Stakeholders involved, including the application itself 

Scope Objects/entities residing inside the FORTIKA playing a 
relevant role in the use cases (see Data -> Scope) 

Solutions Explains the module in FORTIKA that can be used within this 
use case 

Brief Explanation in rough terms what the functionality does as 
well as the role of the stakeholder 

Preconditions What precondition needs to hold before the basic flow 

Basic flow Natural sequence of actions that take place when the 
functionality is in use and may affect other system 
functionalities or stakeholder. These already include 
alternate flows. 

Requirements Relation to existing requirements. The requirements refer 
to deliverable D3.10 [8]  

Dependencies to existing UC 
(parental relation) 

List of use cases IDs this use case relates to; Dependencies 
indicate when one use case depends on the execution of 
another or includes its execution as part of its own 
behaviour.  

Threats Links to threats the use case might be related to. The IDs 
refer to FORTIKA threat taxonomy also used in deliverable 
D3.5 [3] 

Relation to User Stories These are (internal – not public) references to user stories 
as have been collected in the process of gathering use cases 
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Table 4: Attributes and values of the use cases' definition. Attributes’ values are given in columns. 

Scope Type Prioritization Actors 

FORTIKA platform Pilot UC MUST Employee 

3rd party service Technical 
UC 

SHOULD F-GW 

Marketplace 
 

COULD FORTIKA platform 

local system 
 

WOULD Bundle 

F-GW 
  

SME Administrator 

Marketplace's brokerage 
module 

  
Cloud: email service 

Vehicle 
  

Developer 

 
  

FORTIKA administrator    
Vehicle 

    

2.3 Labelling and graphical presentation of use cases 

Each use case will also be presented with graphical presentation. We refer the reader to 
deliverable D3.5 [4], section 2.3, where a formal definition of the graphical presentation has 
been provided. Use cases have been labelled as UC-<type>-<section>-<number>. Type can be 
E (external) or G (general). External use cases are provided by (use case) SME partners from 
FORTIKA consortium. General use cases are the ones identified through internal development 
process by technical partners in FORTIKA Consortium. Section stands for type of the use cases 
and Number for the number of the use case within the specific type. An example of such label 
is UC-E-OBR-2 which is a use case from FORTIKA partner Obrela, use case number 2. This way 
it is easier for a reader to quickly refer to the source of the use case.  

2.4 User requirements definition 

At this point, the user requirements stemming from the user stories and use cases are a 
definition of requirements that are taken into account in the current requirements 
deliverable. These requirements will be taken into account in the FORTIKA requirements and 
guidelines document [5]. 

3. Overview of FORTIKA use cases 
Here we present the current overview of all the use cases, combined from earlier revisions of 
this document (i.e. D3.2 [1], D3.5 [4], and D3.6 [9]) and the whole collection process. Some 
details have also been collected from the deliverable D6.6 [10] where pilot plans and 
deployments of the FORTIKA Gateways have been described in details. This section provides 
a review of definitions of the use cases.  

On the top level, we have two types of use cases: 

 Technical (system) use cases 

 Pilots’ use cases 
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Technical use cases are related to the expected (technical) use of the FORTIKA modules. Pilots’ 
use cases are directly related to the application of the FORTIKA solution to their environment 
and to the expressed end-user requirements. 

3.1 High-level overview of the use cases 

In this section, we provide a quick overview of broken-down high-level use cases described in 
the document D3.2 [5] and its later revisions in D3.5 and D3.6. The list is presented in the 
Table 5. Each use case provider (Motivian, Alke, Nemetscheck, Obrela, Wattics, and 
Techinspire) has specified a number of use cases and the details related to every use case. The 
third column provides a high-level description on the use case; the fourth column provides 
description of a domain where the potential solution (described in the fifth column) used in 
the related use case can be present.  

Table 5: Overview of the use cases provided by end-users. 

Use Case 
ID 

SME High-Level Use Case Title Domain Solution 

UC-E-
MOT-1 

Motivian Cyber security Protection in 
mobile  

Network 
infrastructure 
comprising CISCO 
infrastructure 

Send notifications 
to end users if 
same password is 
used in multiple 
locations. 

UC-E-
ALK-01 

ALKE Holistic cyber security 
protection in electrical 
vehicle manufacturing 

Edge network 
(local-public) 

Firewall (similar to 
Cisco’s ASA, 
SOPHOS UTM e.g.) 
solutions 

UC-E-
ALK-02 

ALKE Protection of the link 
between ALKE vehicle body 
computer (VBC and ALKE web 
servers  

Installed on an end-
user’s device  

Device Security 
Software (agents) 

UC-E-
ALK-03 

ALKE VPN service Company and end-
user’s device; 
vehicles 

VPN solution, 
Bundles 

UC-E-
NEM-01 

Nemetschek Blocking unknown device Unauthorized 
access from 
different devices 
that can be brought 
on the premise of 
the company. 

SIEM, IDS, IPS 

UC-E-
NEM-02 

Nemetschek Phishing incidents – users 
exposed to phishing incidents 

End-users, local 
network 

Spam protection 

UC-E-
NEM-03 

Nemetschek Block or allow packets 
according to access control 
policy to control traffic 
between networks.  

Network-based: on 
the boundary 
between the public 
Internet and a 
private network; 
Host-based: 
controls traffic in 
and out of a single 
device  

Firewall (similar to 
Cisco’s ASA, 
SOPHOS UTM e.g.) 
solutions 
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UC-E-
NEM-04 

Nemetschek Malware detection and 
prevention at the device  

Installed on an end-
user device  

Device Security 
Software 

UC-E-
NEM-05 

Nemetschek Correlation of events - 
Monitor, log and identify 
network security events with 
signature-based and/or 
anomaly-based techniques 
pointed at the systems.  

IDS needs to run in 
front of the private 
network firewall 
(e.g. DMZ) Such 
systems may also 
be placed in 
colocation centres 
or in the cloud 
(AWS, Azure, 
Google etc.) 

IDS within 
company DMZ and 
publicly accessed 
systems (DNS 
servers, WEB 
Servers, Skype for 
Business Edge 
servers, Exchange 
Edge servers, etc.) 

UC-E-
NEM-06 

Nemetschek Decision Support System  Providing analytics 
and generation of 
escalating and 
mitigating actions 
pertinent to the UCs 
listed Above  

DSS service 

UC-E-
NEM-07 

Nemetschek To Support the Use cases 
listed above. 

Company.  
Detection of threats 
is done enabling 
end point 
recollection of data, 
via a software 
agent, whereas 
administration and 
consolidation of 
data coming from 
agents and non-
agents sources will 
be done in the 
FORTIKA gateway  

Risk Assessment 
Framework  

UC-E-
OBR-01  

Obrela 
 

Analyse the services’ logs  User logs into a 
deployed service 
and is able to 
review and analyse 
the logs of a 
deployed service.  

Log analysis 
service (e.g. ELK)  

UC-E-
OBR-02  

Obrela Review the services’ logs  User logs into a 
deployed service 
and is able to 
review and analyse 
the reports of a 
deployed service. 
Alerts contain 
different reports 
from the service.  

Log analysis 
service (e.g. ELK)  

UC-E-
OBR-03 

Obrela Behavioural analysis - 
Malicious Threats 
identification and notification 
for very small SMEs 

Securing virtual 
appliances - F-GW is 
capable of 
providing 
functionality of 

Log collection and 
event forwarding. 
Possible SIEM 
functionality 
(identification and 
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Behavioural 
analysis. 

notification) based 
on human or 
machine 
monitoring 
 

UC-E-
WAT-01 

Wattics Use of 2FA Employees should 
be protected with 
2FA mechanisms 
where possible. 

Two-factor 
authentication 
services 

UC-E-
WAT-02 

Wattics Data confidentiality and 
integrity 

Employees, Meters 
and IoT devices 
should 
communicate only 
via secure 
communication 
channels. Data on 
the devices should 
be encrypted. 

Secure reverse 
proxy, TLS services 

UC-E-
WAT-04 

Wattics A malicious user uses brute 
force to find out the 
credentials to access the DC 
through the http or the ftp 
port. Once in he can use a 
“get” function to collect data 

Reverse proxy; 
ports: HTTP,FTP 

IDS system for 
detecting brute-
force attacks. 
Notification 
system should be 
provided. 

UC-E-
WAT-05 

Wattics DoS attacks can make the 
interface partially or totally 
unavailable to the end user. 

Data interfaces IDS monitoring 
(interface), DoS 
prevention 
services. 

UC-E-
TEC-01 

Techinspire Secure transfer of data 
between clients and server. 
The server provides zero-
knowledge search capability. 

Companies clients 
and 3rd party server 
providing search 
capability. 

Homomorphic 
Encryption tool 

 

3.2 Detailed descriptions – technical (system) use cases 

The full and detailed list and specification of all the technical system use cases we are provided 
in the section Appendix 1 due to brevity of this document.  First, in the table below, we provide 
a high-level view on the technical use cases (Table 6). These 35 technical use cases are related 
to the use of the FORTIKA Marketplace, Marketplace’s specific modules (e.g. brokerage 
module) and F-GW.  

Table 6: High-level view on technical (system) use cases. 

Source Use case ID Use case Scope Brief 

XLAB UC-G-USER-01 User registration Marketplace User registers in the marketplace. 

XLAB UC-G-USER-02 User logins to the 
Marketplace. 

Marketplace User is capable of logging into the 
Marketplace. The user should have 
assigned appropriate role. 
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XLAB UC-G-USER-03 User deregisters.  Marketplace A user has to be able to deregister 
herself in the marketplace. 
Deregistration step involves deletion of 
the user's data. 

XLAB UC-G-USER-04 Become a 
Developer 

Marketplace A User has to be able to become a 
developer inside the Marketplace. 

XLAB UC-G-USER-05 Add (upload) a 
service (bundle) 
to the 
marketplace. 

Marketplace, local 
system 

A developer has to be able to upload a 
bundle in the marketplace on behalf on 
an organisation she or he belongs to. 
The developer belongs to at least one 
organisation (belongs automatically to 
an organisation of the type “own” - see 
SME definitions below). 

TEIC UC-G-USER-06 Bundles Statistics Marketplace Developers have to be able to check 
how many users are using their services. 

HOPU UC-G-SME-01 Create an 
organisation of 
type of SME. 

Marketplace The User has to be able to create an 
SME and automatically become an 
administrator of this organisation. 

TEIC UC-G-SME-02 List organisations 
of a user 

Marketplace The User has to be able to list 
organisations he is member of. 

HOPU UC-G-SME-03 SME 
administrator 
registers an F-GW. 

Marketplace, F-
GW 

The User has to be able to register an F-
GW in a simple way inside the 
organisation. 

XLAB UC-G-SME-04 Search available 
bundles. 

Marketplace The users are able to search bundles 
registered with the marketplace. 

TEIC UC-G-SME-05 SME List Installed 
Bundles. 

Marketplace An SME administrator has to be able to 
list the bundles currently installed in his 
SME’s F-GW. 

HOPU UC-G-SME-06 Install Bundles in 
the Gateway. 

Marketplace, F-
GW 

An SME administrator has to be able to 
install bundles in his SME’s Gateway. 

HOPU UC-G-SME-07 Bundle 
Monitoring 

Marketplace, F-
GW 

A registered employee has to be able to 
know the status of the bundles running 
in the SME’s F-GW. 
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XLAB UC-G-SME-08 Create an 
organisation of 
type of SME 

Marketplace A user has to be able to create an 
organisation and automatically 
becomes an administrator of this 
organisation. 

XLAB UC-G-SME-09 List organisations Marketplace The user has to be able to list 
organisations she/he is member of. 

HOPU UC-G-BUNDLE-
04 

Availability of the 
bundle overview. 

Marketplace Deployed bundle in the Marketplace 
indicates availability (or some period) in 
the last month (e.g. 100% availability). 

HOPU UC-G-BUNDLE-
05 

Delete bundles 
from F-GW 

Marketplace, F-
GW 

An SME administrator has the ability to 
remove the bundle from F-GW. 

XLAB UC-G-BUNDLE-
06 

Delete bundles 
from FORTIKA 
Marketplace 

Marketplace, F-
GW 

When a bundle is identified with bugs or 
with malicious code/does malicious 
behaviour, the FORTIKA administrator 
has the ability to remove the bundle 
from the marketplace. Instances of F-
GW become non-functional and SME 
administrators are notified about the 
bundle removal. 

HOPU UC-G-ADMIN-
01 

Overview of 
SME's bundles' 
monitoring data 
and statistic. 

Marketplace When the SME administrator navigates 
to the list of organisation's bundles, she 
is able to see statistics (dashboard) - an 
overview of the monitoring data - of 
organisation's bundles. 

HOPU UC-G-ADMIN-
02 

Show number of 
SME's registered 
users. 

Marketplace SME administrator is able to review the 
registered users within organisation. 

TEIC UC-G-ADMIN-
03 

Bundles upload 
stats 
 

Marketplace Admin is able to review uploaded 
bundles’ statistics. 

TEIC UC-G-ADMIN-
04 

Registered 
Devices stats 

Marketplace Administrator is able to review 
registered devices’ statistics. 

TEIC UC-G-ADMIN-
05 

Ban Users 
 

Marketplace Admin user has the ability to ban user 
based on the report (misbehaviour). 

XLAB UC-G-ADMIN-
06 

Listing of 
organisation 

Marketplace FORTIKA administrator can list 
organisations and responsible users. 
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HOPU UC-G-
BROKERAGE-1 

Init Brokerage 
 
An SME user has 
to be able to 
initialise a 
brokerage filling 
the desired 
bundle attributes 
form. 

Marketplace's 
brokerage module 

The Brokerage Module has to allow user 
to filter the different bundles available 
in the Marketplace by means of a forum 
that allows them to introduce the 
requirements they need for their 
organization. 

HOPU UC-G-
BROKERAGE-2 

Developers 
Advertisement 
 
 

Marketplace's 
brokerage module 

The Brokerage module notifies the 
employee that there is a bundle suitable 
for the SME based on the chosen 
preferences for already existing 
bundles.  

HOPU UC-G-
BROKERAGE-3 

No suitable 
Bundles Found – 
suggestion 
mechanism  

Marketplace's 
brokerage module 

The Brokerage module notifies the 
developers that there isn't any bundle 
module available for a specific threat or 
requirement. 

 

XLAB UC-G-
CORESERVICES
-01 

FORTIKA 
Marketplace is 
capable of 
sending emails to 
end user 

Marketplace The marketplace should be able to send 
emails due to confirmation, notification, 
etc. 

XLAB UC-G-FGW-
DASH-06 

FORTIKA Gateway 
is capable of 
sending emails or 
notifications to 
end user 

FORTIKA Gateway The Gateway should be able to send 
emails due to confirmation, notification, 
etc. 

FINT UC-G-FGW-
DASH-01 

Admin user logins 
to the F-GW 
Dashboard. 

Marketplace, F-
GW 

SME admin is capable of logging into the 
GW dashboard. The admin should have 
assigned appropriate role. 

FINT UC-G-FGW-
DASH-02 

Admin user starts 
a bundle. 

Marketplace, F-
GW 

SME admin is capable of starting a 
bundle 

FINT UC-G-FGW-
DASH-03 

Admin user stops 
a bundle. 

Marketplace, F-
GW 

SME admin is capable of stopping a 
bundle 

FINT UC-G-FGW-
DASH-04 

Admin user 
deletes a bundle. 

Marketplace, F-
GW 

SME admin is capable of deleting a 
bundle 

FINT UC-G-FGW-
DASH-05 

Admin user gets 
bundle’s status. 

Marketplace, F-
GW 

SME admin is capable of getting status 
information about a bundle. 
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XLAB UC-G-CLOUD-
01 

Deployment and 
management of 
cloud 
counterparts on 
demand 
(multitenant 
deployment of 
cloud 
counterparts). 

FORTIKA 
Platform and 3rd 
party service 

FORTIKA operator should be able to 
deploy FORTIKA Bundle Cloud 
counterparts  

XLAB UC-G-
CORESERVICE
S-02 

Workflow for 
revision of 
addng new 
users to an 
organisation 

Marketplace "Organsation's administrator should 
be able to revise the new 
membership. 

TEIC UC-G-
BROKERAGE-
4 

The 
Marketplace 
initiates bidding 
process while 
the brockerage 
is initiated 

Marketplace Several providers providing similar 
Bundles are notified about the request 
for solution from the user. 

 

 
Figure 3: Diagram depicting subset of technical use cases. 

Figure 3 depicts a subset of technical use cases mostly related to developers and IT admin 
actors. These consist of use cases usual to the IT systems: login, manage roles, manage bundle 
instances over the dashboard offered by the Marketplace. In the Figure 4, however, we 
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consider use cases offered mostly by the FORTIKA GW consisting of use cases such as notifying 
end users (developers, IT admins and also employees). 

 
Figure 4: Diagram depicting subset of technical use cases. 

Figure 4 depicts the second part of the subset of technical use cases that are relevant for 
FORTIKA to take into consideration for the implementation. This part relates mostly to the use 
cases pertaining to the FORTIKA GW actor and the IT admin of the SME.  

3.3 Detailed descriptions – pilots’ use cases 

In this section we elaborate on the use cases presented in the section beforehand and provide 
detailed description using the scheme defined in the methodology subsection. In the sections 
below we are omitting some attributes due to brevity (e.g. in the case of providers’ use cases 
attributes Index and Partner are omitted since these are irrelevant or the information is 
already given in the text). 

3.3.1 Motivian: Protection from Malicious Threats of a mobile marketing SME 

Motivian’s projects are of high risk with respect to security issues, including data transmission, 
vulnerability and non-repudiation. Customers are Tier 1 customers and all transactions that 
are offered in the projects include money transfers and exchanges. Since the company is 
dealing with the money transactions, QoS and security and analytics of the logs (audit trails) 
is the most important. 

UC-E-MOT-1: Mobile payments 

Table 7: Mobile payments - UC-E-MOT-1 

Partner - source MOTIVIAN 

Use case ID UC-E-MOT-1 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 
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Use case Mobile payments 

Actor External user, SME providing 3rd party Cloud Service 

Scope FORTIKA platform, Bundle 

Solutions Notification service for the end-users 

Brief Cyber security Protection in mobile marketing (use of IDS, SIEM, 
FW) services. Users using company’s service (cloud service) are 
protected by FORTIKA Platform. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. External users use SME’s solutions 
2. SME’s solution is protected by FORTIKA Platform with services 
provided within FORTIKA Marketplace. 
3. The FORTIKA F-GW provides logs, analytics, behavioural analysis 
a. See UC-E-OBR-1 
b. See UC-E-OBR-2 
c. See UC-E-OBR-3 

Requirements Req_001_FUNC_MOTI, Req_002_FUNC_MOTI, 
Req_003_FUNC_MOTI, Req_004_FUNC_MOTI 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-E-OBR-1, UC-E-OBR-2, UC-E-OBR-3 

Threats FT13, FT25 - DDoS attacks, FT17 (Malicious SW), FT28, FT33 
(browser-based threats), FT34 (Mobile Malware) 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

None. 

 

 
Figure 5: Diagram of Motivian's use case. 
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Figure 5 depicts Motivian’s use case with reference to Obrela’s use cases. Relation is evident 
since both requires transfer and processing of the service’s logs. 

3.3.2 Alkè: Intranet Information Protection Upgrade and Secure Communication 
with vehicles in an electrical vehicle manufacturer 

The link between internal company’s network and external resources should be protected by 
1) firewall services 2) VPN services offering secure connections between users and resources 
3) end-to-end security solutions: secure communications, secure transfer of data. Some 
examples of such resources: routers protection (VPN, HTTPS), possibility to use remote 
desktop and applications securely, link between Alkè two separate company 
locations/building's – VPN service (Figure 6); Alkè’s latest models of vehicles need to be 
securely connected with an Alkè cloud-based platform and indirectly to its inhouse servers 
(Figure 7). 

From this description we have identified 3 different use cases: use of firewall service, use of 
end-to-end encrypted connections and use of VPN service (VPN agents, VPN server) in local 
domain and within the vehicle’s domain. 

 
Figure 6: Alke's on premise deployment of FORTIKA. 

 
Figure 7: Alke's deployment of FORTIKA on vehicle. 
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UC-E-ALK-01: Firewall service 

Table 8: Firewall service - UC-E-ALK-01 

Use case ID UC-E-ALK-01 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Firewall service 

Actor Employee, IT administrator, F-GW 

Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions Firewall services - IDS, IPS 

Brief Employees should be protected by FW service, that is available 
in the FORTIKA Marketplace. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. IT Administrator should be able to provision Firewall server 
from the Marketplace. 
2. Employee should be able to make outbounds connections. 
3. Inbounds connections should be restricted by the FW 
service. 

Requirements Req_005_FUNC_ALKE 

Dependencies to existing 
UC (parental relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT13 (DoS), FT17 (Malicious SW) 

Relation to User Stories 
(ID of User Story) 

v9_ALKE_01_Secretary_Sales_Dept 
v9_ALKE_02_Warehouse_Manager 
v9_ALKE_03_Secretary_Admin_Dept 
v9_ALKE_04_Purchase_Dept 
v9_HOPU_02_R&D 
v8_CERTH_01_R&D 
v9_HOPU_01_Tech_Manager 
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Figure 8: Alkè’s diagram of use cases. 

UC-E-ALK-02: End-to-end encrypted connections 

Table 9: End-to-end encrypted connections - UC-E-ALK-02 

Use case ID UC-E-ALK-02 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case End-to-end encrypted connections 

Actor Employee, F-GW 

Scope FORTIKA platform, Vehicle 

Solutions VPN solution, TLS everywhere 

Brief Employees and vehicles should be protected by end-to-end 
encrypted connections. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise and/or electric vehicle body 
computer as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. IT Administrator should be able to provision services providing 
end-to-end encryption. 
2a. The service is provisioned on the vehicle's HW. 
2b. The service is provisioned on employees' HW. 
3. Secure communication between 
3a. Vehicle and the ALKE server 
3b. Employee - web resources (outbound, inbound) 
4. All the connections should be restricted by the FW service. 

Requirements 
Req_006_FUNC_ALKE 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-01, UC-G-SME-03, UC-G-SME-06 
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Threats FT12 (Espionage), 
FT16 (Identity Theft), 
FT28 (Unauthorized use of devices and the system), 
FT31 (Network intrusion), 
FT32 (Data tampering), 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

 v9_ALKE_06_IT_manager 

 

UC-E-ALK-03: VPN service 

Table 10: VPN service - UC-E-ALK-03 

Use case ID UC-E-ALK-03 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case VPN service 

Actor Employee, F-GW, Vehicle 

Scope FORTIKA platform, Vehicle 

Solutions VPN solution 

Brief Employees should be able to use VPN services supported by F-GW. 
It should allow deployment of specific VPN servers. The platform 
should provide VPN clients for the end-users. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise and/or electric vehicle body 
computer as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. IT Administrator should be able to provision VPN server. 
2. Employee should be able to log into VPN service with her 
credentials 
3. Service from F-GW should allow secure connections to the VPN 
server. 
4. Service from F-GW should provide VPN agents to other 
resources (virtual of physical). 

Requirements 
Req_006_FUNC_ALKE 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-E-ALK-02 

Threats FT12 (Espionage), FT16 (Identity Theft), FT31 (Network intrusion), 
FT32 (Data tampering), 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v9_ALKE_01_Secretary_Sales_Dept 
v9_ALKE_02_Warehouse_Manager 
v9_ALKE_03_Secretary_Admin_Dept 
v9_ALKE_04_Purchase_Dept 
v9_ALKE_06_IT_manager 
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Figure 8 depicts Alke’s use cases and their dependencies. 

3.3.3 Nemetscheck: heterogeneous traffic profiles 

Nemetschek’s use cases consider handling heterogeneous traffic profiles. The utilization of 
both FORTIKA modes (HW middleware & Virtual Services) will be demonstrated through these 
cases taking into consideration the needs of each business unit. The use cases of Nemetscheck 
have already been described in the document D3.5 [4] so we shall not elaborate on the 
description of the use cases at this point. Below we list updated use cases with extended 
properties and attributes.  

UC-E-NEM-01: Blocking unknown device 

Table 11: Blocking unknown device - UC-E-NEM-01 

Use case ID UC-E-NEM-01 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Blocking unknown device 

Actor Employee 

Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions SIEM, IDS, IPS 

Brief Employees should be protected by some service preventing 
unknown devices to the local network (preventing devices not 
registered, BYOD). 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. IT Administrator should be able to provision Firewall server from 
the Marketplace that is capable of preventing unregistered devices 
on local network. 
a. It should be able to detect the unknown devices. 
b. It should be able to block the unknown devices on the network. 
c. It should be able to notify administrators and generate reports. 

Requirements Req_007_FUNC_NEME 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT23 (Abuse of authorization - BYOD) 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v8_NEME_06_S_Admin 
v8_NEME_01_Marketing_Dept 
v8_NEME_02_Sales_n_Support 
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UC-E-NEM-02: Preventing phishing 

Table 12: Preventing phishing - UC-E-NEM-02 

Use case ID UC-E-NEM-02 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Preventing phishing 

Actor Employee 

Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions Email phishing detection service 

Brief The system should be able to prevent phishing attacks. This traffic 
includes email traffic; users depend on secure browsing and email 
operations. FORTIKA Marketplace should provide service 
preventing phishing attacks. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. IT Administrator should be able to provision Spam prevention 
server from the Marketplace that is capable of preventing phishing 
attacks. 
2. Employees set their mail connections accordingly so that email 
clients are protected. 

Requirements Req_008_FUNC_NEME 
Req_009_FUNC_NEME 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT17 (RAT usage, malicious SW) 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v8_NEME_04_D_Fin 
v8_NEME_01_Marketing_Dept 
v8_NEME_02_Sales_n_Support 

UC-E-NEM-03: Enforcing segmentation of the network 

Table 13: Enforcing segmentation of the network - UC-E-NEM-03 

Use case ID UC-E-NEM-03 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Enforcing segmentation of the network 

Actor Employee 

Scope FORTIKA platform 
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Solutions Firewall 

Brief Block or allow packets according to access control policy to control 
traffic between networks in and out a single host. It must enable to 
define specific restrictions on the type of traffic (ingress, egress, 
protocols) in concern. In order to control access, device needs to 
be capable of creation of the ingress or egress rules. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1.    IT Administrator should be able to provision service allowing 
network segmentation  
2.    SME’s employees are using network connections only from a 
specific segment of the internal network. 

Requirements Req_010_FUNC_NEME 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT23 (Abuse of authorization - BYOD) 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v8_NEME_06_S_Admin 

UC-E-NEM-04: Malware detection 

Table 14: Malware detection - UC-E-NEM-04 

Use case ID UC-E-NEM-04 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Malware detection 

Actor Employee, F-GW 

Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions SIEM, IDS, IPS, Agents 

Brief Malware detection and prevention at the device interface -Anti-
virus/spyware/ransomware. There is a need for host scanning, 
detection and cleaning. Clients on the premise - work-stations and 
application servers. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 
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Basic flow 1. IT Administrator should be able to provision service detecting 
and possibly preventing malware on SME employees’ machines. 
2. SME’s employees should have agents installed on their machines 
communicating with the service detecting and preventing malware 
provided by FORTIKA Platform. 
a. The service should provide behavioural based detection 
mechanisms. 
b. The service should provide signature-based detections. 

Requirements Req_011_FUNC_NEME 
Req_012_FUNC_NEME 
Req_013_FUNC_NEME 
Req_014_FUNC_NEME 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT17 (RAT usage, malicious SW) 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v8_NEME_04_D_Fin 
v8_NEME_01_Marketing_Dept 
v8_NEME_02_Sales_n_Support 

UC-E-NEM-05: Correlation of events 

Table 15: Correlation of events - UC-E-NEM-05 

Use case ID UC-E-NEM-05 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Correlation of events 

Actor F-GW 

Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions SIEM, IDS, Notification system, Virtual Appliance providing these 
capabilities 

Brief The SIEM solution provides additional layer of security on top of 
IDS by aggregation and correlation specific events from IDS. The 
SIEM-like solution should be placed behind and in front of the 
private network firewall, in the cloud (AWS, Azure, Google). 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. FORTIKA Platform provides SIEM-like service providing 
correlation capabilities. 
2. The Service is capable of correlating events originating from 
SME’s network. 

Requirements Req_015_FUNC_NEME 
Req_016_FUNC_NEME 
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Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT17 (RAT usage, malicious SW) 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v8_NEME_04_D_Fin 
v8_NEME_01_Marketing_Dept 
v8_NEME_02_Sales_n_Support 

UC-E-NEM-06: Decision Support System 

Table 16: Decision Support System - UC-E-NEM-06 

Use case ID UC-E-NEM-06 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Decision Support System 

Actor SME's IT Admin, SME’s Employees 

Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions DSS 

Brief DSS system provides analytics and generation of escalating and 
mitigating actions pertinent to the UCs listed above. DSS should 
support IT Admin with decisions on the future upgrades of the 
system. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. FORTIKA Platform provides service supporting DSS func-
tionalities 
2. IT admin should be able to login into DSS system. 
3. IT Admin should have possibility to provide DSS parameter in 
order the system provides him with decisions on the up-
grades/actions. 

Requirements Req_016_FUNC_NEME 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT17 (RAT usage, malicious SW) 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v8_NEME_04_D_Fin 
v8_NEME_01_Marketing_Dept 
v8_NEME_02_Sales_n_Support 
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UC-E-NEM-07: Risk Assessment Framework 

Table 17: Risk Assessment Framework - UC-E-NEM-07 

Use case ID UC-E-NEM-07 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Risk Assessment Framework 

Actor SME's IT Admin, SME’s Employees 

Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions Risk assessment service 

Brief FORTIKA should provide a service supporting Risk Assessment 
Framework. Detection of threats is done enabling end point 
recollection of data, via a software agent, whereas administration 
and consolidation of data coming from agents and non-agents 
sources will be done in the FORTIKA gateway, providing a visibility 
on threats and levels of risk or compliance towards certain 
objectives stablished for the customer. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. The service is supported with additional Risk assessment service, 
also provided by FORTIKA Platform. 
2. IT Admin should be able to login into the risk assessment system. 
3. The Risk assessment system should be able to provide the IT 
admin with real-time metrics on the cyber security risks related to 
the SME’s infrastructure. 

Requirements Req_016_FUNC_NEME 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

z 

Threats FT17 (RAT usage, malicious SW) 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v8_NEME_04_D_Fin 
v8_NEME_01_Marketing_Dept 
v8_NEME_02_Sales_n_Support 
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Figure 9: Nemetschek's use cases depicted in a diagram. 

3.3.4 Obrela: protection of IT infrastructure 

The pilot’s scope is defined as the entire set of potentially mission-critical IT infrastructure 
that has access to internet. It is strongly recommended that log data (files) could be potentially 
provided for further analysis in order to avoid extremely high rates of false positive or negative 
indications. Log data may be derived from: 

 Appliance or software outside the FORTIKA Gateway, provided that the former sends 
the data to the latter 

 The FORTIKA Gateway itself  

Correlation and alerting (mainly associated to information security policies already enforced) 
should be considered as desired features to be incorporated into the FORTIKA Gateway, 
although they may well reside outside it depending on the business model to be followed. 
Detailed use case description follows below. 

UC-E-OBR-01: Analyse the services’ logs 

Table 18: Analyse the services' logs - UC-E-OBR-01 

Use case ID UC-E-OBR-01 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Analyse the services’ logs 
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Actor SME’s IT administrator 

Scope Bundle 

Solutions Log analysis service (e.g. ELK) 

Brief User logs into a deployed service and is able to review and analyse 
the logs of a deployed service. Logs can contain captured malicious 
activities. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 4. User authenticates via IdP 
5. User is redirected to the service. 
6. Clicking “show the latest malicious activities” on the service, the 
service shows the user logs of last-days malicious ac-tivities log. 
7. User can analyse the logs of the last day 
a. User can export the logs in different formats 
b. User can download the file 

Requirements Req_021_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_022_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_023_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_024_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_025_FUNC_OBRE 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

None 

Threats FT13-FT18 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v9_OBR_01_Person02_KA_04  
v9_OBR_01_Person03_CV_05 
v9_OBR_01_Person04_FL_06 
v9_OBR_01_Person05_DA_07 

 

UC-E-OBR-02: Review the services’ logs 

 

Table 19: Review the services’ logs - UC-E-OBR-02 

Use case ID UC-E-OBR-02 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Review the services’ logs 

Actor SME’s IT administrator 

Scope Bundle 

Solutions Log analysis service (e.g. ELK) 
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Brief User logs into a deployed service and is able to review and analyse 
the reports of a deployed service. Alerts contain different reports 
from the service. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. User authenticates via IdP 
2. User is redirected to the service. 
3. Clicking “show the latest alerts” on the service, the service 
shows the user list of last-days’ alerts. 
4. User can analyse the alerts of the last days. 

Requirements Req_021_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_022_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_023_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_024_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_025_FUNC_OBRE 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

None 

Threats FT13-FT18 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v9_OBR_01_Person02_KA_04  
v9_OBR_01_Person03_CV_05 
v9_OBR_01_Person04_FL_06 
v9_OBR_01_Person05_DA_07 

UC-E-OBR-03: Behavioural analysis 

 

Table 20: Behavioral analysis - UC-E-OBR-03 

Use case ID UC-E-OBR-03 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Behavioral analysis 

Actor F-GW, Service 

Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions SIEM 

Brief F-GW is capable of providing functionality of Behavioral analysis. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 
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Basic flow 1. User deploys service from the Marketplace that is capable of 
providing behavioral analysis. 
2. F-GW runs the service. 
3. The service does the behavioral analytics. 
a. The service is capable of alerting the users about behavioral 
analytics 
b. The service is capable of correlation of events (SIEM’s style). 
c. The service is capable of capturing the logs. 

Requirements Req_021_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_022_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_023_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_024_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_025_FUNC_OBRE 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

 UC-E-OBR-01,  UC-E-OBR-02 

Threats FT13-FT18 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v9_OBR_01_Person02_KA_04  
v9_OBR_01_Person03_CV_05 
v9_OBR_01_Person04_FL_06 
v9_OBR_01_Person05_DA_07 
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Figure 10: Use case diagram based on Obrela use case description. 

3.3.5 Wattics: malicious threats of an energy data analytics SME 

The set of use cases provided by Wattics, are mainly concerned with protection from malicious 
threats of an energy data analytics SME. The main facts of the pilots are: 

 The pilot operates under a virtual IT ecosystem (virtualization layer is used in by the 
pilot) 

 Company’s backend (APIs, servers, database, analytics engines) runs on Amazon Web 
Services deployment 

 Sensitive consumers data is handled through company’s workstations and the need 
for enhanced data privacy and protection becomes a necessity 

The pilot has been described into details in the former version of this document [4] and in 
D6.3 [7].  

UC-E-WAT-01: Use of 2FA 

Table 21: Use of 2FA - UC-E-WAT-01 

Use case ID UC-E-WAT-01 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Use of 2FA 

Actor Employee 
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Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions 2FA - Two-factor authentication services 

Brief Employees should be protected with 2FA mechanisms where 
possible. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. Two-way-factor authentication services should be provided from 
the FORTIKA Marketplace. 
2. Wattics Employee should be able to use two-way-factor 
authentication services to existing services on the premise.  

Requirements Req_033_FUNC_WATT 
Req_034_FUNC_WATT 
Req_036_FUNC_WATT 
Req_037_FUNC_WATT 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT16 - Identity Theft 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v8_XLAB_04 
v8_WATTICS_Marc_04 
v8_WATTICS_Alberto_01 

UC-E-WAT-02: Data confidentiality and integrity 

Table 22: Data confidentiality and integrity - UC-E-WAT-02 

Use case ID UC-E-WAT-02 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Data confidentiality and integrity 

Actor IoT devices, SME Infrastructure, F-GW 

Scope FORTIKA GW (VPN service, IPS) 

Solutions VPN service, Secure reverse proxy, TLS services, IPS 

Brief Employees, Meters and IoT devices should communicate only via 
secure communication channels. Data on the devices should be 
encrypted. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. FORTIKA provides services for data encryption. 
2. Meters and IoT devices should be provided with agents 
supporting data encryption. 
3. Data from Meters and IoT devices should be send to the 
metering server using secure communication channels and in 
encrypted form. 
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4. FORTIKA provides services for data encryption and secure 
communication. 
5. Meters and IoT devices should be provided with agents 
supporting data encryption and secure communication. 
a. Data from Meters and IoT devices should be send to the server 
using secure communication channels and in encrypted form. 
b. Employees should be able to communicate with web resources 
only via secure communications. 

Requirements Req_006_FUNC_ALKE 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT32 (Data tampering) 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v8_MOTIVIAN_03_Tech_Manager 

UC-E-WAT-04: Brute force protection 

The use case UC-E-WAT-03 has been merged with UC-E-WAT-04 so we left out that use case. 

Table 23: Brute force protection - UC-E-WAT-04 

Use case ID UC-E-WAT-04 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case Brute force protection 

Actor F-GW 

Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions IDS (system for detecting brute-force attacks) 

Brief With external APIs for data collection attackers are able to tamper 
with external interfaces by using brute force techniques in order to 
find valid credentials. Using 2FA mechanisms and services 
detecting brute force techniques can prevent these attempts. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. Malicious users start brute forcing web resources of the SME 
2. The protection services detect brute force activity. 
3. Protection services start mitigating the brute force activity (e.g. 
blocking source IPs). 
4. IT administrators are being notified on these activities. 

Requirements Req_032_FUNC_WATT 
Req_033_FUNC_WATT 
Req_034_FUNC_WATT 
Req_038_FUNC_WATT 
Req_037_FUNC_WATT 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT15 (unauthorized activities) 
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Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v8_CERTH_01_R&D 
v6_UOM_IM_01 
v8_Fraunhofer_01 

UC-E-WAT-05: DDoS protection 

Table 24: DDoS protection - UC-E-WAT-05 

Use case ID UC-E-WAT-05 

Prioritisation MUST 

Type of UC Pilot UC 

Use case DDoS protection. 

Actor SME Infrastructure, F-GW 

Scope FORTIKA platform 

Solutions SIEM 

Brief With external APIs for data collection attackers are able to make 
interfaces partially or totally unavailable as a result of DoS attacks. 
That task is easier for attackers considering that most protocols for 
data exchange rely on the IP stack. The Platform should provide 
DDoS detection and mitigation capabilities. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 

Basic flow 1. Malicious users start brute forcing web resources of the SME or 
starts DDoS process towards the external interface. 
2. The protection services detect brute force activity (DDoS). 
3. Protection services start mitigating the brute force activity (e.g. 
blocking source IPs). 
4. IT administrators are being notified on these activities. 

Requirements Req_039_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_040_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_041_FUNC_OBRE 
Req_032_FUNC_WATT 
Req_027_FUNC_OBRE 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT13 (DoS), FT31 (DoS) 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

v9_HOPU_01_Tech_Manager 
v9_HOPU_02_R&D 
v8_MOTIVIAN_01_Tech_Dept 
v8_MOTIVIAN_02_Tech_Support 
v8_MOTIVIAN_03_Tech_Manager 
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Figure 11: Wattics' use cases. 

3.3.6 Techinspire: homomorphic encryption tool 

Techinspire provided a new use case on the homomorphic encryption tool use. There is no 
reference to the user stories, but the use case is important since FORTIKA aims at providing 
such homomorphic encryption capable solution helping SMEs with fulfilling requirements 
regarding GDPR: it enhances security and privacy of the data processed by the data processor. 
We see the use of such a tool as a tool for end-users to store and process their data in the 
domain of FORTIKA (as cloud service provider). The use case comprises of a set of smaller use 
cases extending the main solution provided, which is depicted in the Figure 12. And described 
in the Table 25.  

UC-E-TEC-01: Homomorphic Encryption tool 

Table 25: Homomorphic Encryption tool - UC-E-TEC-01 

Use case ID UC-E-TEC-01 

Prioritisation SHOULD 

Type of UC Technical UC 

Use case Homomorphic Encryption tool 

Actor SME employee, FORTIKA GW 

Scope FORTIKA platform, Bundle (HE tool) 

Solutions Homomorphic Encryption tool 

Brief User logs into the FORTIKA system and encrypts files using this tool 
to upload in the FORTIKA gateway. Given the huge volume of the  
dataset, in future, to search for a file user can avail a privacy 
preserving customized search. For this user generates the secure  
search query using trapdoor service in F-GW and search in cloud 
using search service of FORTIKA cloud. 

Preconditions Appliance is installed on premise as HW appliance. 
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Basic flow 1. User encrypts the data using the F-GW encryption service and 
uploads the encrypted data into FORTIKA cloud.  
2. To search against a sentence, user will use the Trapdoor service 
of F-GW for search trapdoor generation.  
3. Using the generated trapdoor, user can search directly into the 
encrypted data in the cloud using FORTIKA Search service. This will 
return relevant file pointers. 
4. User may download the desired file from cloud and decrypt at 
the GW. 

Requirements Req_124_NONF_LEGAL 

Dependencies to 
existing UC (parental 
relation) 

UC-G-SME-06 

Threats FT18, FT20, FT32 

Relation to User 
Stories (ID of User 
Story) 

 None 

 

 
Figure 12: UC-E-TEC-01 - use case diagram of Techinspire. 

4. Use case requirements and solutions stemming from the use cases 
and the user stories 
In the process of collecting the use cases (please, refer to section 2. Methodology used) 
several new end-user requirements have been identified and added to the list of end-user 
requirements.  
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Table 26: List of requirements stemming from use cases and user stories collected. 

User story Requirement Brief description of the requirement 

v8_WATTICS_xxx_01 
v8_WATTICS_xxx_04 
v8_XLAB_04 
v9_OBR_01_Person05_DA_07 
v9_OBR_01_Person06_AA_08 2FA 

FORTIKA needs to provide a solution 
providing 2FA capabilities 
(authentication mechanism). 

v9_HOPU_01_Tech_Manager 
v9_HOPU_02_R&D 
v8_MOTIVIAN_01_Tech_Dept 
v8_MOTIVIAN_02_Tech_Support 
v8_MOTIVIAN_03_Tech_Manager 

DDoS 
detection 

FORTIKA needs to provide DDoS 
detection/mitigation service. 

v8_MOTIVIAN_03_Tech_Manager VPN service 
FORTIKA needs to provide VPN solution 
for the end-users. 

v9_ALKE_01_Secretary_Sales_Dept 
v9_ALKE_02_Warehouse_Manager 
v9_ALKE_03_Secretary_Admin_Dept 
v9_ALKE_04_Purchase_Dept 
v9_HOPU_02_R&D 
v8_CERTH_01_R&D 
v9_HOPU_01_Tech_Manager 

VPN service, 
IDS and IPS 
functionalities 

FORTIKA Gateway should be 
appropriate to be deployable on 
premise and on vehicle supporting 
secure connections to back-end servers 
and reporting potential malicious 
activity detected on the network of the 
vehicle. 

 

From the user stories it is evident that the users are really concerned about authentication 
mechanisms, i.e. about the threat of losing or that their credentials would be compromised, 
and the email-phishing threats. The last revision of the document noted that such mechanism 
is not planned. In the last period FORTIKA decided to support also such threats, therefore 
phishing threats are now taken into account by VSA.IDS solution (we refer the reader to the 
FORTIKA deliverable D5.16 [11]). Additionally, VPN service and DDoS protection mechanisms 
are protections that are required by the end-users. Below, in the Table 27, we are listing 
mapping between the use cases, threats and solutions provided by FORTIKA. We are not 
adding Techinspire’s use case since the organisation is not the pilot provider.  

Table 27: Current mapping between use case providers, threats and FORTIKA Bundles 

Pilot  Use Case  Threat FORTIKA Bundle 

Motivian 
Protection from Malicious 

Threats of a mobile marketing 
SME 

Denial of service (flooding attacks), 
detection of malicious software, 

browser-based threats 

VSA, RTNTA, SIEM 
(Anomaly Detection) 

  

RAT usage, installation of malicious 
SW 

Risk Detection 
Module, ABAC1 

 

Unauthorized use or administration 
of devices and systems 

ABAC1 
 

                                                           
1 Systems exploits AuthZaaS interface that ABAC provides 
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Pilot  Use Case  Threat FORTIKA Bundle 

Web based threats (Drive-by 
download / malicious URLs / 

Browser based threats) 

SIEM (Anomaly 
Detection), VSA 

 

Malware SIEM2(Malware 
Detection Module) 

ALKE Intranet Information 

Protection Upgrade and 

Secure Communication with 

vehicles in an electrical vehicle 

manufacturer 

Espionage3  HE, VSA 

Denial of service VSA, SIEM (Anomaly 
Detection), RTNTA 

Identity Theft  
SEARS4  

Malicious code/ software/ activity SIEM5( Malware 
Detection Module), 

Risk Detection 
Module 6  

Nemetschek Customer Tailoring 

Information Security Services 

in a software firm 

RAT usage, installation of malicious 
SW   

Risk Detection 
Module 

Abuse of authorizations 
Risk Detection 
Module, ABAC 

Unauthorized use or administration 
of devices and systems 

Risk Detection 

Module, ABAC1  
 

Web based threats (Drive-by 
download / malicious URLs / Browser 
based threats) 

VSA, SIEM (Anomaly 
Detection) 

Malware SIEM7( Malware 
Detection Module) 

Viruses Risk Detection 
Module 8 

Worms/ Trojans Risk Detection 
Module9 

Rootkits Risk Detection 
Module 10 

OBRELA Protection from Malicious 

Threats of a very small SME 

DDoS attack identification VSA, SIEM (Anomaly 
Detection), RTNTA 

Mail Phishing Attempt based on 
Privileged Mail 

VSA 

                                                           
2 Only if these malware attacks have network footprints, SIEM can detect them (with the appropriate training) or through some 
pre-installed agents on the assets (workstations, datacenters, servers) of the SME. 
3 Form of attack that steals classified, sensitive data or intellectual property to gain an advantage over a competitive 
company/other. Use persistent threats to stealthily enter on networks or systems through the use of proxy servers, cracking 
techniques, root kit and malicious software including Trojan horses and spyware and remain undetected 
4 Can help in preventing users to use social media to get personal data from users 
5 Pre-installed agents on the assets (workstations, datacenters, servers) of the SME. 
6 RDM can report events detected from Windows and also it can report changes on directories / creation based on signatures; 
nevertheless, an antivirus solution has to be installed at the SME devices. 
7 Only if these malware attacks have network footprints, SIEM can detect them (with the appropriate training) or through some 
pre-installed agents on the assets (workstations, datacenters, servers) of the SME. 
8 RDM can report events detected from Windows and also it can report changes on directories / creation based on signatures; 
nevertheless, an antivirus solution has to be installed at the SME devices. 
9 RDM can report events detected from Windows and also it can report changes on directories / creation based on signatures; 
nevertheless, an antivirus solution has to be installed at the SME devices. 
10 RDM can report events detected from Windows and also it can report changes on directories / creation based on signatures; 
nevertheless, an antivirus solution has to be installed at the SME devices. 
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Pilot  Use Case  Threat FORTIKA Bundle 

Network infiltration attempts 
 

VSA, SIEM (Anomaly 
Detection) 

Compromised computer accounts ABAC, Risk Detection 
Module 

SQL Injection (SQLi) RTNTA, SIEM 
(Anomaly Detection) 

Cross – Site scripting (XSS) SIEM (Anomaly 
Detection) 

Excessive Brute-Forcing RTNTA, VSA, SIEM 
(Anomaly Detection) 

Account Creation In Non-Working 
Hours 

ABAC1 

Remote Access Tools 
 ABAC1 

SMB Sweeping RTNTA 

Correlation with suspicious log 
sources 

SIEM (SIEM DPI 
Tools) 

Domain Generation Algorithms 
(DGA) 

SIEM 

High entropy randomness on 
domains 

SIEM 

 Potentially malicious 
behaviours (this point is not clear) 

SIEM (Anomaly 
Detection, Malware 
Detection Module ), 

Risk Detection 
Module 

 Address Resolution Protocol 
(ARP) poisoning 

ARP Spoofing 
detection module 

Wattics Protection from Malicious 

Threats of an energy data 

analytics SME 

Unauthorized activities ABAC1 

Malicious code/ software/ activities 

SIEM11(Anomaly 
Detection, Malware 
Detection Module ), 

Risk Detection 
Module 12 

Identity Theft SEARS  

Unauthorised changes of records ABAC1 

Network intrusions 
VSA, SIEM(Anomaly 
Detection), RTNTA 

 

5. Conclusions 
In the last revision of this document, we have developed and defined the use cases into more 
details with 54 identified use cases that define all the attributes that consist the detailed use 
case format (not using only basic template, but in extended, full dressed version, see section 

                                                           
11 Only if these malware attacks have network footprints, SIEM can detect them (with the appropriate training) or through 
some pre-installed agents on the assets (workstations, datacenters, servers) of the SME. 
12 RDM can report events detected from Windows and also it can report changes on directories / creation based on signatures; 
nevertheless, an antivirus solution has to be installed at the SME devices. 
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2.2 Definition of a use case) of the use cases related to the FORTIKA Marketplace, Bundle 
providers and target SMEs. In this deliverable, we have also correlated use cases with system 
and end-user requirements (defined in document D3.7 and D3.10), and with the results of the 
user stories that were collected in the last phase 4 of the respective task in the project (i.e. 
task T3.2 – Use cases and application scenarios). Moreover, within the last phase we have 
enhanced and finalised definitions of the technical use cases, added 3 additional resulting into 
updating FORTIKA Marketplace’s data format and its application interface. Moreover, we have 
also provided full list of pilot’s use cases and related these with threat and 
solutions/application provided by FORTIKA mitigating these threats.  
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 

Here we provide the complete list of the technical use cases. 
Ind
ex 

Partner 
- source 

Use case 
ID 

Priori
tisati
on 

Use case Actor Scope Brief Preconditions Basic Flow Requirements Dependencies 
to existing UC 
(parental 
relation) 

1 XLAB UC-G-
USER-01 

MUST User registration Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace 

User registers in the 
marketplace. 

/ 1. User navigates to the 
marketplace. 
2. User registers with the 
marketplace. 
3. Email is sent to user's email 
used with the registration. 
4. User needs to confirm the 
registration. 

Req_036_FUNC_WA
TT 

UC-G-
CORESERVICES-
01 

2 XLAB UC-G-
USER-02 

MUST User logins to the 
Marketplace. 

Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace 

User is capable of logging 
into the Marketplace. The 
user should have assigned 
appropriate role. 

/ 1. User navigates to the 
marketplace. 
2. A user is capable to logging in 
with existing account. 

Req_036_FUNC_WA
TT 

UC-G-USER-01 

3 XLAB UC-G-
USER-03 

MUST User deregisters.  Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace 

A user has to be able to 
deregister herself in the 
marketplace. Deregistration 
step involves deletion of the 
user's data. 

1. Employee already 
has an account on the 
Marketplace. 

1. User is logged in the 
Marketplace. 
2. User navigates to user profile 
section. 
3. User chooses "Deregister" 
option. 
4. Use needs to explicitly confirm 
deregistration (and corresponding 
data deletion). 
5. User is logged out of the 
Marketplace. 

Req_036_FUNC_WA
TT 

UC-G-USER-02 
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4 XLAB UC-G-
USER-04 

MUST Become a Developer Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace 

A User has to be able to 
become a developer inside 
the Marketplace. 

1. Employee already 
has an account on the 
Marketplace. 

1. Administrator of an SME 
assigns a "developer" role to 
registered employee. 
1a. Employee receives an email 
about the new role 
1b. Employee receives a 
notification about the new role. 
2. Employee logs into the 
marketplace. 
3. Employee is capable of 
reviewing her role. 

Req_036_FUNC_WA
TT 

UC-G-USER-02 

5 XLAB UC-G-
USER-05 

MUST Add (upload) a 
service (bundle) to 
the marketplace. 

Develop
er 

Marketpl
ace, local 
system 

A developer has to be able 
to upload a bundle in the 
marketplace on behalf on an 
organisation she or he 
belongs to. The developer 
belongs to at least one 
organisation (belongs 
automatically to an 
organisation of the type 
“own” - see SME definitions 
below). 

1. Developer already 
has an account on the 
Marketplace. 

1. Developer develops a bundle 
locally. 
2. Logged in developer is capable 
of uploading a service bundle to 
the marketplace 

  UC-G-USER-04 

6 TEIC UC-G-
USER-06 

MUST Bundles Statistics Develop
er 

Marketpl
ace 

Developers have to be able 
to check how many users are 
using their services. 

  1. Developer publishes a bundle. 
2. Administrator of F-GW installs 
a bundle on F-GW. 
3. Developer sees the updated 
numbers (monitoring) on the 
Marketplace's dashboard. 

Req_107_NONF_NE
ME 

UC-G-USER-05 

7 HOPU UC-G-SME-
01 

MUST Create an 
organisation of type 
of SME. 

Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace 

The User has to be able to 
create an SME and 
automatically become an 
administrator of this 
organisation. 

1. Developer already 
has an account on the 
Marketplace. 

1. user logs into the marketplace. 
2. User is capable of creating a 
new organisation. 
3. User is assigned administrative 
role within the new organisation. 

Req_036_FUNC_WA
TT 
Req_107_NONF_NE
ME 

UC-G-USER-02 

8 TEIC UC-G-SME-
02 

MUST List organisations of 
a user 

Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace 

The User has to be able to 
list organisations he is 
member of. 

  1. user logs into the marketplace. 
2. User is capable of listing her 
organizations 

  UC-G-USER-02 
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9 HOPU UC-G-SME-
03 

MUST SME administrator 
registers an F-GW. 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace, F-
GW 

The User has to be able to 
register an F-GW in a simple 
way inside the organisation. 

1. User is registered 
2. User needs to be 
assigned to an SME 
with specific role 
3. The organisation has 
a physical device 
installed on premise 

1. User with administrative role 
signs into the marketplace. 
2. User has a secret-token used 
for F-GW registration 
3. User creates a new F-GW in the 
domain of an organisation 
3a. User provides the secret 
token during the registration 
process 

Req_017_FUNC_NE
ME 
Req_105_NONF_NE
ME 

UC-G-SME-01 

10 XLAB UC-G-SME-
04 

SHOU
LD 

Search available 
bundles. 

Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace 

The users is able to search 
bundles registered with the 
marketplace. 

1. Bundle is registered 
with the marketplace 

1. Registered user navigates to 
FORTIKA Marketplace 
2. Search capability allows a user 
to search the marketplace over 
registered services. 

  UC-G-USER-02 

11 TEIC UC-G-SME-
05 

MUST SME List Installed 
Bundles. 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace 

An SME administrator has to 
be able to list the bundles 
currently installed in his 
SME’s F-GW. 

1. User is logged in and 
has an administrative 
role. 
2. An organisation has 
deployed and 
registered F-GW 
3. A bundle has been 
installed on the F-GW. 

1. Administrator of an SME logs 
into the Marketplace. 
2. Administrator navigates to a 
section of review the gateways. 
3. Administrator is capable of 
listing the installed bundles. 

  UC-G-SME-06 

12 HOPU UC-G-SME-
06 

MUST Install Bundles in the 
Gateway. 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace, F-
GW 

An SME administrator has to 
be able to install bundles in 
his SME’s Gateway. 

1. User is logged in and 
has an administrative 
role. 
2. An organisation has 
deployed and 
registered F-GW 
3. The organisation has 
purchased a bundle 

1. Administrator of an SME logs 
into the Marketplace. 
2. Administrator navigates to a 
section of review the gateways. 
3. Administrator is capable of 
installing a new bundle. 

Req_104_NONF_ALK
E 
Req_105_NONF_NE
ME 

UC-G-SME-03 

13 HOPU UC-G-SME-
07 

MUST Bundle Monitoring Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace, F-
GW 

A registered employee has 
to be able to know the 
status of the bundles 
running in the SME’s F-GW. 

1. The user has been 
registered and logged 
into the platform. 
2. The SME has running 
bundles on their F-GW. 

1. Employee navigates to 
dashboard's section of F-GW 
2. The view lists the status and 
monitoring data of the installed 
bundles. 

  UC-G-SME-06 
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14 XLAB UC-G-SME-
08 

MUST Create an 
organisation of type 
of SME 

Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace 

A user has to be able to 
create an organisation and 
automatically becomes an 
administrator of this 
organisation. 

1. The user has been 
registered on the 
Marketplace 

1. Employee logs into the 
marketplace. 
2. Employee creates a new 
organisation. 

  UC-G-USER-02 

15 XLAB UC-G-SME-
09 

MUST List organisations Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace 

The user has to be able to 
list organisations she is 
member of. 

1. The user has been 
registered on the 
Marketplace 

1. Employee logs into the 
marketplace. 
2. Employee lists organisations 
she is member of. 

  UC-G-USER-02 

16 HOPU UC-G-
BUNDLE-
04 

MUST Availability of the 
bundle overview. 

Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace 

Deployed bundle in the 
Marketplace indicates 
availability (or some period) 
in the last month (e.g. 100% 
availability). 

1. The user has been 
registered on the 
Marketplace 
2. Organisation has 
running bundles on the 
F-GW installed on 
premise. 

1. Employee logs into the 
marketplace. 
2. Employee can list the bundles 
installed on F-GW of the 
organisation. 
3. Employee can list availability of 
the installed bundle. 

  UC-G-USER-02 

17 HOPU UC-G-
BUNDLE-
05 

MUST Delete bundles from 
F-GW 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace, F-
GW 

An SME administrator has 
the ability to remove the 
bundle from F-GW. 

1. A bundle has been 
installed on F-GW. 

1. SME Administrator logs into 
the Marketplace. 
2. The SME Administrator is able 
to list all the bundles on the 
corresponding F-GW. 
3. The SME administrator can 
remove the bundle from F-GW. 
4. Bundle is removed from the F-
GW 

  UC-G-SME-06 

18 XLAB UC-G-
BUNDLE-
06 

SHOU
LD 

Delete bundles from 
FORTIKA 
Marketplace 

FORTIKA 
administ
rator 

Marketpl
ace, F-
GW 

When a bundle is identified 
with bugs or with malicious 
code/does malicious 
behaviour, the FORTIKA 
administrator has the ability 
to remove the bundle from 
the marketplace. Instances 
of F-GW become non-
functional and SME 
administrators are notified 
about the bundle removal. 

1. Registered bundle 
has been identified as 
malicious. 

1. FORTIKA Administrator logs 
into the Marketplace. 
2. FORTIKA Administrator has the 
capability to remove the bundle 
from the marketplace. 
3. FORTIKA Administrator 
removes the bundle from the 
marketplace. 
4. SME administrators with 
running bundles' instances of the 
bundle get notifications about the 
removal. 

  UC-C-SME-02 
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19 HOPU UC-G-
ADMIN-01 

SHOU
LD 

Overview of SME's 
bundles' monitoring 
data and statistic. 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace 

When the SME administrator 
navigates to the list of 
organisation's bundles, she 
is able to see statistics 
(dashboard) - an overview of 
the monitoring data - of 
organisation's bundles. 

1. The organisation has 
running bundles. 

1. SME Administrator logs into 
the Marketplace. 
2. The SME Administrator is able 
to list all the bundles of the SME. 
3. SME administrator can review 
monitoring data of organisation's 
monitoring data. 

  UC-G-SME-06 

20 HOPU UC-G-
ADMIN-02 

SHOU
LD 

Show number of 
SME's registered 
users. 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace 

SME administrator is able to 
review the registered users 
within organisation. 

1. The organisation 
have different user 
associated 

1. The SME administrator logs 
into the Marketplace 
2. The SME Administrator is able 
to list all users within his 
organization 

  UC-G-SME-01 

21 TEIC UC-G-
ADMIN-03 

MUST Bundles upload stats 
 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace 

Admin is able to review 
uploaded bundles’ statistics. 

1. The bundle is 
already purchased by 
the SME. 
2. The bundle is 
installed on the SME's 
F-GW. 

1. The SME administrator logs 
into the Marketplace 
2. The Administrator can choose 
from the set of the installed 
bundles 
3. When choosing the bundle, 
dashboard shows the monitoring 
metric's values and graphs. 
4. The dashboard also shows the 
number of deployed bundles. 

    

22 TEIC UC-G-
ADMIN-04 

MUST Registered Devices 
stats 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace 

Administrator is able to 
review registered devices’ 
statistics. 

1. The bundle is 
already purchased by 
the SME. 
2. The bundle is 
installed on the SME's 
F-GW. 

1. The SME administrator logs 
into the Marketplace 
2. The Administrator can choose 
from the set of the installed 
bundles 
3. When choosing the bundle, 
dashboard shows the monitoring 
metric's values and graphs. 

    

23 TEIC UC-G-
ADMIN-05 

MUST Ban Users 
 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace 

Admin user has the ability to 
ban user based on the report 
(misbehaviour). 

1. The organisation 
have different user 
associated 

  Req_036_FUNC_WA
TT 

  

24 XLAB UC-G-
ADMIN-06 

SHOU
LD 

Listing of 
organisation 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace 

FORTIKA administrator can 
list organisations and 
responsible users. 

  1. FORTIKA administrator logs 
into the portal. 
2. Administrator can list and edit 
basic data of organisations on the 
marketplace. 
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24 HOPU UC-G-
BROKERAG
E-1 

MUST Init Brokerage 
 
An SME user has to 
be able to initialise a 
brokerage filling the 
desired bundle 
attributes form. 

Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace's 
brokerag
e module 

The Brokerage Module has 
to allow user to filter the 
different bundles available in 
the Marketplace by means 
of a forum that allows them 
to introduce the 
requirements they need for 
their organization. 

1. Employee has 
already an account on 
the Marketplace. 

1. Employee logs into the 
marketplace. 
2. Employee navigates to the 
Brokerage Module and fill a 
forum according the desired 
bundle attributes. 
3. Brokerage module show to the 
employee the bundles that fit 
with his attributes if any. 

  UC-G-USER-02 

25 HOPU UC-G-
BROKERAG
E-2 

MUST Developers 
Advertisement 
 
Case A. Bundles 
meet requirements: 
Developers that 
already have a 
bundle that meet 
the desired 
requirements are 
advertised. 

Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace's 
brokerag
e module 

The Brokerage notify to the 
employee that has initialized 
a brokerage that there are 
bundles that fits with his 
requirements 

1. Employee has 
already initialized a 
brokerage filling with 
his desired bundle 
attributes 

1. The Brokerage module receives 
the filling with the requirements 
desired by one of the users. 
2. The Brokerage module check if 
there is any bundle that meets 
these requirements. 
3. The Brokerage module finds a 
service that meets the employee 
specifications and notify to him. 

  

UC-G-
BROKERAGE-1 

26 HOPU UC-G-
BROKERAG
E-3 

MUST Case B. No Bundles 
Found: Developers 
registered like new 
bundle proposal 
developed are 
advertised. 

Employe
e 

Marketpl
ace's 
brokerag
e module 

The Brokerage notify to the 
developers that there isn't 
any bundle available that fix 
with the requirements of a 
brokerage filling of some 
employee, and attach the 
desired requirements. 

1. Employee has 
already initialized a 
brokerage filling with 
his desired bundle 
attributes 

1. The Brokerage module receives 
the filling with the requirements 
desired by one of the users. 
2. The Brokerage module check if 
there is any bundle that meets 
these requirements. 
3. The Brokerage module does 
not find a service that meets the 
employee specifications and 
notify to the developers the 
request of a bundle with the 
specifications that attached in the 
notification 

  

UC-G-
BROKERAGE-1 

27 XLAB UC-G-
CORESERV
ICES-01 

MUST FORTIKA 
Marketplace is 
capable of sending 
emails to end user 

Cloud: 
email 
service 

Marketpl
ace 

The marketplace should be 
able to send emails due to 
confirmation, notification, 
etc. 

  1. email service gets a request to 
send an email with "recipient", 
"data" 
2. email service sends the email 
to the "recipient" 

  / 
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28 XLAB UC-G-
ADMIN-06 

MUST FORTIKA 
Marketplace is 
capable of sending 
emails to end user 

Cloud: 
email 
service 

Marketpl
ace 

The marketplace should be 
able to send emails due to 
confirmation, notification, 
etc. 

  1. email service gets a request to 
send an email with "recipient", 
"data" 
2. email service sends the email 
to the "recipient" 

  / 

29 FINT UC-G-
FGW-
DASH-01 

MUST Admin user logins to 
the F-GW 
Dashboard. 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace, F-
GW 

SME admin is capable of 
logging into the GW 
dashboard. The admin 
should have assigned 
appropriate role. 

1. The Administrator 
account has been 
created. 
2. The proper 
credentials have been 
communicated to the 
SME admin. 

1. Admin navigates to the F-GW 
Dashboard login page. 
2. Admin enters the credentials 
and logins to the dashboard main 
page. 

Req_105_NONF_NE
ME 

  

30 FINT UC-G-
FGW-
DASH-02 

MUST Admin user starts a 
bundle. 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace, F-
GW 

SME admin is capable of 
starting a bundle 

1. The bundle is 
already installed 

1. Admin navigates to the F-GW 
Dashboard bundle management 
page. 
2. Admin selects the desired 
bundle. 
3. Admin starts the bundle 

Req_105_NONF_NE
ME 

  

31 FINT UC-G-
FGW-
DASH-03 

MUST Admin user stops a 
bundle. 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace, F-
GW 

SME admin is capable of 
stopping a bundle 

1. The bundle is 
already installed 

1. Admin navigates to the F-GW 
Dashboard bundle management 
page. 
2. Admin selects the desired 
bundle. 
3. Admin stops the bundle 

Req_105_NONF_NE
ME 

  

32 FINT UC-G-
FGW-
DASH-04 

MUST Admin user deletes a 
bundle. 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace, F-
GW 

SME admin is capable of 
deleting a bundle 

1. The bundle is 
already installed 

1. Admin navigates to the F-GW 
Dashboard bundle management 
page. 
2. Admin selects the desired 
bundle. 
3. Admin deletes the bundle 

Req_105_NONF_NE
ME 

  

33 FINT UC-G-
FGW-
DASH-05 

MUST Admin user gets 
bundle’s status. 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace, F-
GW 

SME admin is capable of 
getting status information 
about a bundle. 

1. The bundle is 
already installed 

1. Admin navigates to the F-GW 
Dashboard bundle management 
page. 
2. Admin selects the desired 
bundle. 
3. Admin gets the bundle’s status 

Req_105_NONF_NE
ME 

  

33 XLAB UC-G-
CLOUD-01 

MUST Deployment and 
management of 
cloud counterparts 
on demand 
(multitenant 
deployment of cloud 
counterparts). 

FORTIKA 
administ
rator 

FORTIKA 
Platform 
and 3rd 
party 
service 

FORTIKA operator should be 
able to deploy FORTIKA 
Bundle Cloud counterparts  

1. Bundle provider 
provides deployment 
scripts and application 
to FORTIKA Operator 

1. Operator gets access to the 
Cloud bundle's artefacts and 
deployment scripts 
2. Operator reserves cloud 
resources on Cloud's IaaS 
3. Operator deploys FORTIKA 
Bundle Cloud-counterpart. 

Req_006_FUNC_ALK
E 

None. 
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34 XLAB UC-G-
CORESERV
ICES-02 

MUST Workflow for 
revision of adding 
new users to an 
organisation 

FORTIKA 
platfor
m 

Marketpl
ace 

Organsation's administrator 
should be able to revise the 
new membership. 

1. Organisation is 
created 
2. Organisation's admin 
is notified about the 
new membership. 

1. New member registers with the 
Marketplace 
2. New member requests 
membership to the organisation. 
3. Organisation's admin gets 
notification about the new 
membership. 
4. The administrator confirms the 
new membership. 

Req_131_NONF_LEG
AL 

UC-G-
CORESERVICES-
01 

35 TEIC UC-G-
BROKERAG
E-4 

SHOU
LD 

The Marketplace 
initiates bidding 
process while the 
brokerage is 
initiated 

SME 
Adminis
trator 

Marketpl
ace 

Several providers providing 
similar Bundles are notified 
about the request for 
solution from the user. 

1. Several providers 
offering solution from 
the same category. 
2. SME Administrator 
initiates the brokerage 
process. 

1. SME Administrator initiates the 
process. 
2. Subset of providers 
(developers) are notified. 
3. Bidding process is initiated. 
4. Bidding is resolved by the SME 
Administrator from step 1. 
5. SME Administrator purchases 
the bundle. 

  UC-G-
BROKERAGE-1, 
UC-G-
BROKERAGE-2, 
UC-G-
BROKERAGE-3 
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Appendix 2 – the user story questionnaire 

User story template – the questionnaire. This template was used in M19 to collect the user 
stories taken into account during the use case and end-user requirements collection stage. 

Questionnaire template for the collection of User Stories 

 

For each user story, please fill in the following table  

 Company (can be acronym)   

1. Role in the company 

Please select the box most relevant to your work in the company  

Sales manager  □ 

Member of sales department  □ 

Call center operator – generic customer support  □ 

Administration manager □ 

Administration staff member  □ 

Secretary  □ 

HR manager □ 

Members of HR department □ 

Customer technical support  □ 

Warehouse Manager □ 

Technical Manager □ 

Member of technical department □ 

Research and Development of New Products (SW included)  □ 

Tester of new products (SW included) □ 

Quality Manager or QA staff  □ 

Other 

 

If your role does not fit to the choices above please describe here: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Age group 

Less than 35 yo  □ 35 to 50 yo  More than 50 yo  □ 

3. Level of experience in IT  

Please choose what fits best to you 

Minimal: use of email, access to the web, use of office applications 
for document and presentations editing like Word and Power Point  

□ 

Basic: use of spreadsheet applications like Excel and DB 
management like Access, use of macros 

□ 
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Medium: use of software for Graphics design, Image and video 
processing, CAD/CAM, multimedia authoring, sound processing   

□ 

Advanced: developer, systems and Networks administration  □ 

4. Years of experience in IT  

Less than 3 years □ 3 to 15 years □ More than 15 years  □ 

5. A typical day in the job  

Please, provide input as free text, an indication of your usual everyday duties in the job. 

.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………….. 

6. Cyber security Threats  

Please, provide input as free text, an indication of your actual perception/experience with cyber-attack 
cases in your workplace.  In case you do not know the answer to the question, please, leave the field 
blank. 

 Please describe in a few words/sentences your perception about cyber-threats in daily job. 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

 

Please describe in a few words/sentences what you consider as a major threat or result for the victims 
of a cyber-attack (e.g. IP/privacy exposure, infrastructural damage, etc.). 

 

 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

 

Say, the administrator identifies you are about to become a victim of a cyber-attack, but in order to 
neutralize it some counter actions from your side were necessary. Please describe in a few words/ 
sentences the desired/expected warning approach or signs you would like to receive, in order to have 
been pro-actively informed about the imminent threat. 
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………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

 

Please, provide input as free text, an indication of your actual perception/experience with cyber-attack 
cases in your workplace. 

Please describe in a few words/sentences your personal or a colleagues’/friends’ experience with 
cyber-attacks (if any). 

 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

 

How did the threats show up?  

By email link or attached docs. 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

How often was it?  

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 
 
If the attack succeeded:  

a) What are the the endangered assets (data, infrastructures, reputation, sales, etc.)   

………………………………............................................................................................................................... 

………………………………............................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 
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………………………………........................................................................................................................... 
 

b) What is the impact /how severe is the damage (i.e. in terms of money, hours, reputation, 
staff psychology, or what fits better for this threat)? 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 
 

c) What is the counteractions or mitigation strategy followed, in order to avoid the threat (e.g. 
usage of an IDS or other device)? 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 

………………………………........................................................................................................................... 
 

 

7. FORTIKA solution and requirements 

In case you do not know the answer to the question, please, leave the field blank. 

The FORTIKA13 project aims to provide SMEs with an embedded, smart and robust hardware security layer 
enhanced with an adaptive security service management ecosystem (FORTIKA marketplace) – end-users can install 
multiple cybersecurity solutions, that can be chosen from the marketplace, on the hardware device. The project 
will explore the capabilities of the secure-by-design FPGA SoC platform, as a CPU enhancement module. The long-
term goal of the FORTIKA project is to provide a low-cost, dynamic, security layer for small and medium-sized 
businesses, individually tailored to meet each beneficiary’s requirements. 

 

Device’s 
expectations 
and  

requirement 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……..…….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……..…….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……..…….. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……..…….. 

 

 

                                                           
13 2nd FORTIKA Whitepaper, http://fortika-project.eu/system/files/private/newsletters/second_newsletter.pdf , Accessed 
26.10.2018 

http://fortika-project.eu/system/files/private/newsletters/second_newsletter.pdf

